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Chapter 1

The Glock Pistol
Drastic, Fantastic Plastic: In a mere 20 years, a
radical design became the benchmark and profoundly
changed the handgun industry.

By Massad Ayoob

The gun that started the Glock Revolution: the first generation of the G17.

The Glock pistol has profoundly changed the handgun industry,
creating a new generation of polymer-frame pistols, not to mention
semiautomatics with uniform trigger pulls from the first shot, but
usually without manual safety devices. Exquisitely light and
ergonomic, easy to handle and easy to shoot well, the Glock pistols



have boldly carved their own very large niche in the history of
handgunning.

Pedigree
The Glock has been well received by the experts. “All in all, this

Glock 17 has to be rated the number-one military handgun today,”
says Timothy Mullin. “It is rapidly stripped, efficient to manufacture,
low in cost, holds 17 rounds, has light recoil, and has an ideal safety
system. The more you shoot it, the more you like it.”1

Ayoob demonstrates the G18 machine pistol on full auto. There are six spent casings in the
air.

In the second edition of the Gun Digest Book of Combat
Handgunnery, Chuck Karwan wrote, “Though the Glock is
technically a double-action-only pistol…the trigger pull does not feel
like that of a double-action. For some agencies and people –



including yours truly – that is the charm of the Glock. It offers the
simplicity advantage of a DAO system with a crisp, easy-to-control
sear release that feels like a good single-action trigger pull.”2

When Chuck Taylor wrote the fourth edition of that title, he
commented, “The Glock is perhaps the only truly revolutionary pistol
design to surface since the first two decades of this century and
reflects great engineering skill. It’s simple, easy to disassemble and
maintain, accurate and rugged almost beyond belief. In fact, I’ve
been trying to wear one out for over five years without success. So
far, my Model 17 9mm has ingested more than 125,000 rounds of
full-power ammunition and is still going strong. During the course of
the test, the gun has been presented from a holster over 500,000
times, speed and tactical reloaded in excess of 100,000 times, and
carried all over the world in virtually every natural environment
possible. Yet it has continued to function without so much as a
hiccup. In my experience, no other handgun – even the legendary
Colt M1911 .45 ACP – can approach, much less duplicate or exceed,
this performance.”3 Taylor concludes, “The plain facts indicate the
Glock is quite safe and easy to shoot, and needs little to achieve its
maximum potential. It’s also tough, accurate, and utterly
dependable. In my opinion, this is the best combat pistol in the world
today and well worth your consideration.”4



Standard frame Glocks have been produced in these five sizes. From top, 6-inch longslide
(G17L), 5.3-inch Tactical/Practical (G34), 4.5-inch full size (G17), 4.0-inch Compact (G19),
3.5-inch subcompact (G26). All shown are 9mm; .40s are identical in size.

More than the experts, however, threw in their lot with the Pre-
eminent Polymer Pistol. The rank and file went to the gun in a big
way. It is issued by more police departments than any other,
overwhelmingly leading in sales to law enforcement agencies with a
market share claimed to be over 70%. In 1990, the FBI said that it
would not approve the Glock because its short, easy trigger pull for



the first shot was incompatible with their training. A decade later,
the Bureau was issuing a new Glock .40 to every recruit and
authorizing a broad array of Glocks for purchase by in-service agents.

The Glock may be the most publicly controversial pistol of our
time. It tends to inspire either love or hate, with little ground in
between, and most assuredly, not everyone loves the Glock.
Traditionalists who cleave to blue steel and checkered walnut
consider the Glock anathema. Aesthetes find it ugly. Yet the Glock
has inspired truly awesome levels of brand loyalty.

The FBI for more than a decade has issued choice of Glock 22 (shown) or Glock 23 to new
agents.

A Brief History



Gaston Glock had a factory in Austria where he successfully
fabricated an assortment of objects from high-strength, high-impact
polymer. When he was approached by firearms manufacturers about
producing experimental frames for handguns, it occurred to him that
a whole pistol couldn’t be that hard to make. He led his engineers on
a crash program that began with the proverbial new sheet of paper,
and he unleashed the result on the firearms world in 1984.

With about the grip angle of a Luger, the low bore axis of an HK
P7, and its own unique takedown system, the polymer-framed pistol
was his seventeenth design and he therefore dubbed it the Glock 17.
Mullin sums up best what happened next: “The Glock 17 was first
adopted by the Austrian army, then by the Swedish and Norwegian
armies, and now has spread throughout the world.”5

The City of Miami Police Department was not the first American
police department to adopt the Glock, but it was the highest profile
one to do so to that point. A few years before, the city had ordered all
its service revolvers altered to double action only after Janet Reno’s
State’s Attorney’s Office had prosecuted a Miami cop for
manslaughter on the bogus theory that he had cocked the revolver
and accidentally discharged it, killing a suspect. In fact, famed
defense attorneys Roy Black and Mark Seiden proved to the jury that
Officer Luis Alvarez had fired the single shot double action and
intentionally when the suspect, Nevell “Snake” Johnson, went for his
own gun while being arrested, and the jury acquitted the cop.
However, “the perception was taken as reality.”

Meanwhile, cops across the country were pleading with their chiefs
to issue them high capacity 9mm auto pistols to replace their six-shot
revolvers and give them parity with street criminals who could carry



whatever illegally-obtained guns they wished. Miami’s finest were no
different. The chief told them, sure, they could have 9mm autos – if
the guns were double action only. This was a little like telling your
employees they can have a raise when horses grow wings and fly.
Members of the union approached Beretta, SIG, and S&W, who told
them that double action only autos were illogical and wouldn’t be
profitable to make.

And then, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms officially
declared the Glock pistol to be double action only. The undoubtedly
exasperated chief was stuck with his promise, and after a torture test
of monumental proportions, which the Glock 17 passed with flying
colors, it became the standard issue firearm for Miami PD. Other
departments followed, and Glock sales skyrocketed. Police firearms
instructors reported with delight that the cops were scoring better
than ever in department qualifications, because the Glocks were so
easy to learn to shoot well.

Glock soon established a US headquarters in Smyrna, Georgia. In
charge was Carl Walter, who brilliantly established a roving program
that trained Glock instructors and armorers whenever a department
adopted the guns. The polymer construction and modern
manufacturing concepts adopted by Gaston Glock allowed the brand
to undersell the traditional double actions by Beretta, SIG, and S&W,
who only now got with the program and offered double action only
autos. However, their guns were still heavier, and still had longer,
heavier trigger pulls that made them harder to shoot straight with
limited practice. To send an officer to Smith & Wesson armorer’s
school, the department had to pay his salary for the duration of the



five-day course; by contrast, Glock armorer’s school lasted all of one
day.

Author’s G22, top, G27 below w/Pearce grip extender. Smaller .40 will take the larger’s
magazines and is actually slightly more accurate. Each is fitted with fixed night sights and
NY-1 trigger.

With a 4.5-inch barrel, the Glock 17 weighed only 22 ounces and
was about the size of a Colt Lightweight Commander pistol of 1950,
but lighter. Soon the company realized that Americans who liked a
given gun would buy more of them in various sizes. While the second



Glock was the G18, a machine pistol version of the G17, the third was
destined to be much more popular. The Glock 19 was a compact: half
an inch shorter in overall length than the G17 and proportionally
shorter in the butt and an ounce lighter. It came out in 1988, and the
same year saw the introduction of the Glock 17L, a long-slide target
version with ultra-light 3.5 pound trigger pull and 6-inch barrel. “In
1990 this pistol won the IPSC (International Practical Shooting
Confederation) World Stock Gun Championship,” reports Ned
Schwing.6

Development of the pistol progressed.
1990: The Glock 22 in caliber .40 S&W hits the market at the same

as the Model 4006 of the eponymous company that invented that
cartridge with Winchester. It will become the single most popular
law enforcement sidearm in the US by the latter 1990s. It is followed
by the Glock 23, a .40 in G19 size. The Glock 24 follows, chambered
for .40 S&W in the 17L long-slide format.

1995 sees the introduction of the “baby Glocks,” which will prove
hugely popular. The G26 is an 11-shot 9mm Parabellum, while the
G27 is a 10-shot in .40 S&W. Otherwise identical, they are
comparable in size to snub-nose, small frame revolvers, since the
baby Glocks are only 6-1/4 inches long, 20 ounces, and sporting 3.5-
inch barrels with proportional slides and grip frames, the latter
offering room for only two fingers unless a finger extension is
installed on the magazine’s floorplate.

In 1998, Glock chambers their standard frame guns for the .357
SIG. A long-slide is not offered, but the full size Glock in this caliber
is the G31, the compact is the G32, and the subcompact is dubbed
G33. This will not prove the most popular caliber, but it sells well



enough to stay in the line. At about the same time, the firm
introduces their Tactical/Practical line. The G34 (9mm) and G35
(.40) feature 5.3-inch barrels that give an overall length of 8.2
inches, roughly the same as a 5-inch barrel GI 1911A1. These prove so
popular that they drive the longer-slide target models into
interrupted production. Glock’s standard frame pistol is now
available in no fewer than five formats. This will multiply with the
introduction of the C-series models in compact and larger sizes.

In 2003, Glock announces the G37, chambered for the company’s
first proprietary cartridge, the .45 Gap (Glock Auto Pistol).
Delivering .45 ACP ballistics with a shorter overall cartridge length
that fits in the envelope of a 9mm pistol, it is Glock’s attempt to
satisfy the American market’s demand for a Glock .45 no larger in
grip girth than the G17. The full size G37 is followed in 2005 by the
compact Glock 38 and Glock 39. Like the G37, these pistols are
thicker through the slide, but otherwise the same dimensions as
standard Glocks of their size.

The astute reader has noticed some gaps in the chain of the model
numbers. The G25 and G28 are .380s, made for markets where
military calibers are forbidden, and are rarely seen in this country.
The G20 and G29 are 10mm Auto caliber, full size and compact
respectively, built on a scaled up Glock frame. That large frame is
shared by two .45 ACPs, the full size G21 and the compact G30. The
G36 has its own unique, slim-lined frame, and is a compact 7-shot
.45 ACP. More about the larger caliber Glocks later.

By 2005, Glock was solidly in the forefront of handgun sales, the
most popular in gun shops and in police holsters alike. The brand
had overcome many obstacles. Anti-gun politicians had decried them



as “terrorist specials” that could pass unnoticed through metal
detectors and X-rays. This, of course, was balderdash. The Glocks
showed up, right down to the polymer frame, on X-ray, and easily
tripped metal detectors since they contained more steel than an all-
metal Smith & Wesson Airweight.

British handgun authorities Richard Law and Peter Brookesmith
wrote, “Glock’s lead was followed by other manufacturers when the
Austrian battle pistol found a following among US law enforcement
agencies, despite public misgivings about the police having firearms
with no safety catches and a steady stream of negligent discharges
resulting in injuries to officers.”7 While there had been unintentional
discharges, these tapered off drastically in the early years, partly
because of design enhancements by Glock and partly because of
training, which we’ll address next.



Glocks handle recoil well with proper grasp. This is the G33 “baby Glock,” loaded with 125
grain/1350 foot-second .357 SIG ammo…

Shooting the Glock
When it came my turn to do an edition of the Gun Digest Book of

Combat Handgunnery, I said among other things, “There is no easier
pistol to learn to shoot well!”8 It’s the truth, and the statement
deserved the italics, then and now. The manual of arms is drastically
simple. Insert magazine. Rack slide. Pistol will now shoot when
trigger is pulled. End of story.

The low bore axis and the steep Luger-like grip angle make the
Glock a “natural pointer.” If poor light or urgent circumstances keep
you from getting the sight picture you might want, the wide flat top
of its slide guides the eye in coarse aim like the “BROADway” rib
popularized on tournament claybird shotguns by the Browning
Superposed. Caliber for caliber, it kicks less than you’d think it
should, because the polymer frame is flexing very slightly with the
recoil and absorbing some of the impact.

While any semiautomatic pistol can have a stoppage due to cycling
failure if it is not held with a locked wrist, absent human error the
Glock performs at a high order of reliability shared only by the best
Beretta, HK, SIG, S&W, and Ruger products. Its durability is
unexceeded.

The company’s motto, “Glock Perfection,” sounds rather bold.
They might have better said, “Quest for Perfection,” because I have to
say that the company has been responsive to constructive criticism.
When some felt the 5.5-pound trigger was too light for police work
and self-defense, they made heavier pulls available. The first fix was
an 8-pound connector between the trigger bar and the unique



cruciform sear plate, but that didn’t do much to mitigate
unintentional discharges and just made the pistol harder to shoot
accurately. At the request of the New York State Police, Glock came
up with a new module to replace the trigger spring. Dubbed the New
York Trigger (NY-1), it gave a firm resistance to the trigger finger
from the very beginning of the pull, and brought total pull weight up
to about eight pounds while still using the 5-pound connector. NYSP
adopted the Glock 17 so equipped, and kept the NY-1 when they later
switched to the Glock 37. NYPD wanted an even heavier pull for the
Glock 19 that was the most popular on the city’s list of three
approved 9mm service pistols. Glock introduced a module that
raised pull weight to nearly 12 pounds, the NY-2, but it made the gun
so difficult to shoot that no entities but NYPD and the New York
State Parole office seem to have adopted that variation.

This, plus strong emphasis from Glock and other sectors of the
police training community on keeping the finger out of the trigger
guard until one has actually chosen to fire, has made the Glock pistol
a safe gun in competent hands. It can be argued that no gun is safe in
incompetent hands.

While I personally feel the NY-2 trigger passes a point of
diminishing returns with its nearly 12-pound pull weight over a short
travel, the nominally 8-pound NY-1 trigger gives a remarkably good
pull, one that can satisfy the liability defense attorney and the
marksman alike. I have it in all my carry Glocks, have won matches
with it, and prefer it for several reasons. First, there is the liability
element. It’s not safer so much because it’s a couple of pounds
heavier; it’s safer because it gives a firm resistance to the finger from
the very beginning of the pull. The standard Glock trigger pull is



rather like that of a classic Mauser military rifle: a long, light take-
up, and then only a short space where the trigger resists the finger
before giving a clean break. The vasoconstriction that accompanies
fight or flight response makes us lose our sense of touch and fine
motor skill, and that light take-up can be lost under stress. The firm
resistance of the New York trigger is more likely to be felt by the
shooter, under these circumstances, in time to prevent an accidental
discharge.



The Gen 3 G17 has finger grooves on the front strap, and an additional pin for strength,
located above trigger pivot pin. Gen 3.5 is this shape plus light rail on dust cover portion of
frame.

Second, the New York pull gives a crisper, cleaner break. The
regular Glock trigger gives you a bit of a sproing like your childhood
cap pistol when the shot goes, and the NY does not. It also seems to
control backlash better. Finally, it is more durable. I’ve seen several
of the little “s”-shaped springs that connect the trigger bar to the
cruciform sear plate break over the years, but I’ve personally never
seen an NY-1 fail. It’s simply a stronger unit.

Early on, shooters discovered that the plastic Glock sights tended
to break. Install some good metal night sights (you can order them as
a factory option), and the NY-1 trigger module, and you have an
extraordinarily robust pistol.

The 3.5-pound trigger is, as Glock clearly states in its literature, for
target shooters only. I wouldn’t put it in a carry gun, and I’ve seen a
lot of people who do better with the New York because it gives them
more of a surprise break. The lighter pull will of course better survive
a trigger jerk, but jerking the trigger is not how people win affairs
involving pistols. Another option popular among the cognoscenti is
mating the 3.5-pound connector to the NY-1 module, which gives a
smooth, revolverish pull of about five pounds.

The Glock is famous for its endurance and its ability to work dry.
Recently, at Frank Garcia’s excellent “thousand rounds a day”
shooting course (frankgarciausa@yahoo.com), I deliberately ran my
G17 bone dry for the first two days. There were no malfunctions.
Didn’t clean it, either. I know a lot of Glocksmen who routinely go
5,000 rounds between cleanings with no problems. Neither is a good
idea, but it’s good to know that the gun will take it. In 2003, the

http://frankgarciausa@yahoo.com/


trigger pivot pin broke on my G22 during the Police Combat state
shoot. I didn’t notice until I went to clean it when I got home; the
pistol had kept working, and won the match for me. There are stories
of range rental Glocks that have gone hundreds of thousands of
documented rounds and kept working. In a world where many
service pistols have a real-world service life of only 10,000 rounds,
that’s something to conjure with.

Some models, notably the G19 and G30, will occasionally eject to
the rear and bounce a spent casing off your right earmuff. If that
bothers you, a good gunsmith or factory-trained armorer can tweak
ejector and extractor to fix that. And, for heaven’s sake, use only
Glock magazines! There’s not an aftermarket unit out there that I’d
trust.

Some find the pistol large for their hands, particularly the bigger
frame models. Gaston Glock and his team designed the G17 as a
military weapon, to fit the typical combat soldier, an average size
adult male. Furthermore, they designed it on the assumption that the
shooter would activate the trigger with the pad of the index finger.
For those who prefer to make contact at the distal joint, trigger reach
may also be too far. Solution: Robbie Barrkman came up with the
“Robarize” job, in which the hollow in the back of the grip is filled
with epoxy, and then the whole thing is taken down, moving the rear
grip-strap forward and profoundly improving trigger reach. For
information reach out to www.robarguns.com. My friend Rick
Devoid also does an excellent job of this, and you can reach him at
www.tarnhelm.com.

For those who wish their Glock had a traditional manual safety,
Devoid can handle that too. He installs the safety developed by Joe

http://www.robarguns.com/
http://www.tarnhelm.com/


Comminolli of Syracuse, New York. Right hand only, operating with
a downward swipe of the thumb like a 1911 or Browning Hi-Power’s
lever, it’s natural, quick, and sturdy. I’ve carried one for months at a
time and found it ergonomic and foolproof. Glock’s own short-lived
17-S had its thumb safety mounted on the slide, where the selector
switch is located on the G18 machine pistol.

Glock’s enhancement of their products continues. More recently
we’ve seen the SF option, a frame that is shorter front to back on the
10mm and .45 ACP versions, to better fit smaller hands. The RTF
(Rough Textured Finish) option feels a little like permanent
skateboard tape, factory-applied to the grips. By the time you read
this, you will hopefully be able to purchase Glocks with replaceable
backstrap panels to adapt grip size and trigger reach to individual
shooters’ needs.



Older 9mm Glocks needed but a single pin through the frame (below), but early work with
the hotter .40 showed need for a second pin (above). This design made Glock frame amply
strong for .40 and .357, and in 9mm, made an already strong pistol even stronger.

Personal Experience
One day in the early 1980s, Phil Engeldrum, publisher of the wild

and fun gun magazine Pistolero, called me after returning from
EWA, the European firearms trade show. “Hey, Mas, you ever hear of
a pistol called a ‘Glock’?” Phil raved about it, and when I got my



hands on one, I understood why. Sinfully light, a natural pointer, and
remarkably reliable, it began making friends immediately.

It took me a while to warm up to the gun. In 1988, when my older
daughter asked for a 9mm for her 11th birthday, I got her one of the
first Glock 19s. In 1990, I went through Glock Instructor School and
Glock Armorer School in Smyrna. That same year, I wrote a magnum
opus on the pistol in Guns magazine that detailed what I liked about
Glocks and what I didn’t. Carl Walter, head of Glock USA at the time,
was so furious he pulled seven figures worth of advertising out of
Guns and its sister magazines, demanding that I be fired before the
ad contract would be reinstated. Our publisher – the now deceased
George von Rosen, God bless him – stood behind me and kept me
there as handgun editor, where I still serve. When new people took
over in Smyrna, we got along OK. The company fixed the things I had
complained about.

I’ve had good luck with these guns. In ’99, I won Senior class in the
New England Regional IDPA Championships with a Glock 17 tuned
by Chris Gosselin at Glockworks, and came in second Master behind
Tom Yost, who was then only weeks out from winning the National
Championship. I had used that same pistol to make Master in the
first place on the International Defensive Pistol Association’s
demanding Classifier course, in the Stock Service Pistol division.



Glock 37 holds 11 rounds of .45 GAP, and is standard issue now for state troopers in
Georgia, New York, Pennsylvania, and South Carolina.

From 2001 to 2003, I won the NH state shoot for cops with the
Glock 22 I carry on duty when I’m testing new security holsters for
my department. (Because the standard size Glock is the most popular
service pistol today, it’s always the first gun they make new police
holsters for.) With Black Hills’ powerful and extraordinarily accurate
EXP load, a 165-grain .40 Gold Dot at 1140 fps, it gives me 2- to 2.5-
inch groups at 25 yards. In ’03, when I went to clean the G22 after
winning the shoot, I noticed a hole in the frame over the trigger
guard. The trigger pivot pin had broken, and a third of it had left the
pistol. Yet the gun still worked fine and won the match for me. How
many other handguns could have done that?

I’ve become increasingly fond of its baby Glock brother, the G27
subcompact. In standard cut (but not tailored) police uniform pants,
or BDUs, it rides concealably in a pocket holster, and takes the same



magazines as the G22 on the duty belt. In the hottest weather, it
disappears under a tucked-in shirt in a bellyband. With Winchester
155-grain .40 S&W Silvertip, it once gave me a 1.5-inch group for five
shots at 25 yards, witnessed by Indiana state action shooting
champion Detective Dennis Reichard.

Thus far, we’ve discussed primarily the standard size Glock pistols.
They are the most popular and the most famous. However, there are
some of us who are partial to the larger frame models. The Glock .45
and 10mm pistols have carved their own special niches in the world
of working handguns. The G20 is the most popular 10mm auto in the
world right now, and is mentioned in the chapter on the Bren Ten.
My personal favorite of the baker’s dozen Glocks I own is a G30 .45
with Tarnhelm grip trim. It has twice given me five-shot groups at 25
yards that measured under an inch, once with 185-grain Remington
Match ammo and once with 230-grain Hydra-Shok.

It’s hard to ask more than that of a low-price mass production
pistol.
This article is an excerpt from Massad Ayoob’s Greatest Handguns
of the World. To learn more, visit gundigeststore.com.
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Chapter 2

Glock Generation 4
Coming to Terms with Glock’s Goal of Perfection

By Mark Kakkuri

Ask virtually any handgun enthusiast to describe a Glock pistol
and you’ll invariably hear words such as simple, reliable, and rugged.
Since 72 percent of the nation’s law enforcement officers carry
Glocks and since Glock enjoyed a 73 percent increase in sales over
the past year, you might also hear terms like popular and pervasive.



Glock pistols regularly appear in movies and television shows and
stoke such brand loyalty that furious rivalries and humorous
anecdotes abound. Here’s a good one: A 1911 is what you show your
friends. A Glock is what you show your enemies.

As for the reliability of Glocks: They just work … Pull the trigger
and they go bang—every time. You could describe Glocks as boring—
in all the right ways.

As for Glock’s advertising slogan, “Perfection” must be something
for which the company continually strives. So, Glock’s latest
rendition of its revolutionary design, the Generation 4 series, must
be more perfect than the previous generations. Is it?

The new grip texture is aggressive, yet comfortable and a complete departure from
previous generations of Glock pistols.

HISTORY
Glock started designing pistols in 1980 and the Austrian army

approved the Glock 17 (so named because it was the company’s 17th



patent) for use in 1982. The Glock 17 was obviously a first-generation
pistol and visually identified by its smooth, rounded “pebble grip.”
Second generation Glocks changed to a “grenade-style” checkering
on the grips. Third generation Glocks added finger grooves on the
grips as well as an accessory rail on the front dustcover. Some Glocks
are described as a “Generation 2.5”—a transition model when Glock
added finger grooves but no accessory rail. Enter Glock’s Generation
4 pistols, or as they are stamped on the slides of these new guns,
“Gen4.”

Gen4 versions of the Glock 17 and Glock 22 are shipping now.
Gen4 versions of the Glock 19 and Glock 23 pistols will ship in June,
2010. After that, Gen 4 versions of the Glock 26 and Glock 27 will
ship. Glock National Sales Manager Craig Dutton says this schedule
demonstrates Glock’s commitment to law enforcement.



GEN4 ADVANTAGES
According to Dutton, the 2010 Gen4 guns “are a major external and
internal re-design of what Glock has offered in the past” and he says
the Gen4 pistols offer several major advantages: less recoil due to
slower slide velocity; better fit for smaller-handed shooters thanks to
the smallest circumference short-grip frame Glock has ever offered
and the shortest trigger reach Glock has ever offered; better fit for
larger-handed shooters thanks to the two additional “snap-on” full-
length backstraps that come with every Glock pistol; easier magazine
release manipulation from a new magazine catch that is both three
times larger and reversible; great accuracy thanks to a tighter lock-



up; and easier-to-grip Gen4 RTF4 frame with pointed “pyramids”
instead of checkering.

As important as what’s new with the Gen4 is what isn’t: It’s still
the rugged, reliably feeding pistol it’s always been. Field stripping is
the same as with previous generations. Gen4 pistols will fit Gen3
holsters. Moreover, for law enforcement budget watchers, Dutton
says Glock will keep law enforcement pricing the same as it has been
since 2000.

The most significant visual differences in the Gen4 pistols and the
ones most likely to garner the interest of both law enforcement and
the general shooting public are the interchangeable backstraps and
the magazine release.

BACKSTRAPS
Gen4 Glocks ship with two extra backstraps, each of which fit over

the “short frame” or standard grip. The distance from the standard
backstrap—the “short frame”—to the trigger is 70mm. The medium
and large backstraps increase the distance to 72mm and 74mm,
respectively. I tried all three. The short frame felt the best, the



medium was tolerable, and the large reminded me of the grip feel of
a Glock 21—simply too big. All the grip options had that familiar
Glock feel but for me the option of the smaller short frame grip made
holding the Glock even more comfortable. Practically, if you’ve had
to choose a Glock 23 in order to avoid the longer trigger reach of a
Glock 22, the Gen4 pistols eliminate that problem.

Backstrap interchangeability on the Gen4 pistols do not affect any
of the pistol’s moving parts, but the large backstrap requires a longer
trigger mechanism pin, which is included with each pistol, along with
a plastic punch tool to remove and install the trigger mechanism pin.
Changing the backstraps requires a few steps, all outlined in the
included instruction sheet: remove the trigger mechanism pin with
the punch tool, snap the larger backstrap in place, and re-insert the
trigger mechanism pin. In changing the backstraps, the larger ones
proved difficult to seat correctly and the punch tool a bit feeble to the
task but once installed they straps stayed in place.

Related to the interchangeable backstraps, the other significant
visual change was the “pointed pyramids” texture on the frame/grips
that replaces the more traditional Glock checkering. The Gen4 RTF4
frame, as it’s called, is not as aggressive feeling as the RTF2 military
grip, says Dutton. It is, however, a different feel—the pointed
pyramids could be described as sharp—but they improved my grip on
the Glock when shooting it.

While the availability of interchangeable backstraps allows
individual shooters the ability to customize a Glock pistol to fit their
hands, the new magazine release on the Gen4 pistols may be just as
significant a change.

MAGAZINE RELEASE



Gen4 magazine releases are three times larger than those in
previous generations. Combined with my preferred short frame grip,
I found it to be significantly easier to engage the magazine release
during magazine changes. Although you can reverse the magazine
release and install it on the other side of the grip (a 30-second
operation, according to Glock), I left it in the traditional location.
The new magazine release works on a pivot as opposed to the
previous generation’s straight-in plunge. No surprise, the Gen4
release provided very positive engagement and little concern of
accidental engagement.

Previous generation magazines will work in the Gen4 pistols
provided the magazine release stays on the left side; Gen4 magazines
will work in previous generation Glocks.

Both the short frame and the new magazine release provided a
more fulfilling shooting experience because they didn’t get in the way
of the shooting.

INSIDE LOOK
While Dutton says that field stripping, cleaning and safety

instructions remain the same across Glock lines, some Glock Gen4
parts will not interchange with previous generation parts. These
include the frame, slide, trigger bar, magazine catch, recoil spring
assembly, back-strap assemblies, trigger mechanism housing, and
trigger mechanism housing pin. Gen4 pistols have a new stainless-
steel, double-wound, two-stage, recoil spring assembly that Dutton
says offers twice the recoil-spring rated service life as previous
Glocks—5,000-plus rounds for Gen4 G22 springs versus 2,500
rounds for Gen3 G22 springs.



Shooting the Gen4 proved to be a dream. Accuracy, reliability and now enhanced features
take this pistol another step closer to perfection.

SHOOTING FOR PERFECTION
Shooting previous generation Glocks was and still is great but

shooting the Gen4 Glock was a joy. The reduced recoil combined
with the short frame (no larger backstrap added) grip yielded faster
and more accurate shooting. Every round fed perfectly—reliable—
and fired to point of aim—accurate. Magazine changes were easier
and therefore more efficient—simple. Was it “perfection”? No.
According to Dutton, however, that term accurately describes what
Glock is striving to do: make the most dependable pistol on earth.
This article appeared in the May 10, 2010 issue of Gun Digest the
Magazine. Mark Kakkuri is a freelance writer in Oxford, Michigan.



Chapter 3

The Extraordinary Glock
From no idea to radical prototype to selected service
pistol in under four years? Where was the
bureaucracy?

By Raymong Caranta

IN OCTOBER, a Belgian magazine, over the signature of a German
gun writer, reported a certain Austrian Glock 17 pistol, chambered in
9mm Luger, mostly made of plastics and stampings. The Glock 17, it
was said, was considered for adoption by the Austrian army.



The gun was displayed nowhere at European shows, and was not
taken very seriously until this year, when it was learnt that the Glock
17 had been officially approved as the Austrian Army service pistol. It
replaces the German P-1, the light alloy descendant of World War II’s
P38.

In the gun business, only a few people knew the Glock Company,
which was until recently mostly involved in cutlery. Headed by
Gaston Glock, an independent engineer specializing in advanced
plastics and metal technology for more than a quarter of a century,
the firm has only 45 employees. It is located in Deutsches-Wagram in
Austria.

The first significant commercial success of the Glock Company
occurred in 1978 when its Field Knife 78 was adopted by the Austrian
army, which placed orders for 150,000 pieces since then. About the
same quantity was sold on the sporting market. Then, Gaston Glock
designed, in connection with Dynamit Nobel, the German giant of
chemical products, powders and ammunition, an extraordinary hand
grenade made of plastics and bursting into 5,000 fragments.

The steel slide-barrel-recoil spring assembly represents 40 percent of the total weight of
the pistol. Photo courtesy Jean Jordanoglou.

In 1980, when Gaston Glock learned that the Austrian army
contemplated replacing their old service pistols with a double-action
model featuring a large magazine capacity, he immediately realized
that the Steyr pistol could not be alone. He soon toured the
competitors, asking for subcontracts as an industrial compensation,
should a foreign product be selected.



Then, back in his facilities, he was amazed at the conventional
technology on which most competitors relied and was soon analyzing
the patents and consulting German-speaking experts about the
requirements for a new design. He was not, himself, a firearms
enthusiast, but five months later, still in 1980, he had developed a
first prototype of the Glock 17 which was selected, late in 1983, as the
service pistol of Austria. The Army’s order is 25,000 units, 5,000 of
them to be delivered in 1984.

The Glock 17 is a 9mm Luger short recoil-operated pistol on the
Browning “High Power” principle as improved by SIG in their P-220,
P-225 and P-226 models. Its capacity is 17 rounds. It is, regardless of
operating principle, a most unusual gun.

The slide is a square-section extrusion accommodating a welded
machined bolt which carries the striker and pivoted Walther-style
extractor. The one-piece hammered barrel is of the linkless cam
style, but the breech end is square and matches the inner slide
square contour, which offers the centering function necessary for
ensuring a high level of accuracy. This slide is 7 inches long and
guided over an interrupted length of 5.19 inches by rails. The recoil
spring unit is conventionally located under the barrel and the slide-
barrel-recoil spring assembly weighs 16.8 ounces so as to dampen
the recoil.

The receiver is an extremely light high-resistance casting of plastic
material weighing only 5 ounces, including the trigger mechanism.
The receiver slide guides, insuring the sturdiness of the pistol over an
expected 15,000-shot service life with NATO ammunition, are made
of sheet-metal imbedded in the plastic.



Note the slender grip of the Glock 17 in spite of the unusual 17-shot magazine capacity;
design allows variation in pitch. Photo courtesy Jean Jordanoglou.

The solid trigger guard is square for two-hand shooting and, as the
pistol is striker fired, the trigger mechanism is entirely enclosed in
the upper section of the receiver. Therefore, the grip, which only
accommodates the magazine, is provided with an important hollow
section at the rear and can be pitched as required, according to the
customer’s wishes.

The two-column staggered magazine is also a new design as it is
entirely made of high resistance plastic material, with the exception
of the spring and lips which are metalic. Thus it weighs only 1.43
ounces, empty, while accommodating nearly a half-pound load of
service ammunition. The magazine catch is fitted at the rear of the
lower branch of the trigger guard. The empty magazine lags a little



and must sometimes be withdrawn by the weak hand, but this trait
disappears when the gun has been broken in.

While not new at all, as its principle was already used in the
Austrian cavalry pistol model of 1907 (popularly known as the 8mm
Roth-Steyr), the Glock’s firing mechanism is the only “pre-cocked”
design made today. Single-action pistols must be hand cocked for the
first shot; those shooting only double-action require a long pull each
shot; and those fitted with selective lockwork require two trigger-
finger positions between the first and following shots. The Glock 17
firing mechanism requires a single trigger-finger position as all the
shots are fired in a “semi-double-action” mode; the trigger pull
equals that of a good service pistol. The trigger travel, while shorter
than that of a typical double-action gun, is longer than that of a
single-action pistol.

With the Glock 17, when chambering the first round, the striker is
“precocked”, i.e. it is retained at about half travel and the firing pin is
partially compressed. The effort necessary for firing the chambered
round is set at about five pounds instead of ten, as usually required
in a genuine double action mechanism. The trigger travel is limited
to .40-inch.

This facilitates the basic training, avoids the “breaking the glass”
climax of single-action handguns and makes the pistol with a
chambered round instantly available for action. In case of misfire,
the slide must be withdrawn with the weak hand only .40-inch to get
another striker blow.



Not many problems for Austrian Gls here. Herr Glock knows simple when he sees it. Photo
courtesy Jean Jordanoglou.

Beside the “semi-double-action” firing mode for all shots, the
Glock 17 pistol is fitted with a very clever automatic trigger safety
lever consisting of a spring-loaded thin metal plate fitted along the
vertical center line of the .27-inch thick plastic trigger. At rest, the
safety lever protrudes in front and behind the trigger, its heel
preventing any trigger motion until it is depressed. This is automatic
when the finger pulls the trigger. Under this action, the front end of
the safety lever swings backwards, retracting the upper rear section
which normally bears against the receiver, jamming the trigger. The
pressure required is very low and the operation seems highly
reliable.

With its low and square slide fitted over its slim plastic receiver,
the Glock 17 looks quite strange at first glance. The highly pitched



grip is attractive. At first handling, one is astonished at its unusually
low weight of 23.2 ounces. However, when the gun is loaded with 17
service rounds, its 31-oz. weight, while still very low, enables an
excellent control in practical shooting.

The grip of the Glock 17 is perhaps the best of the market as it is
suitable for every size of male or female hand, which is an exception
to usual large capacity double-action pistols chambered for such a
powerful ammunition. Moreover, the high pitch of this grip,
combined with the “semi-double-action” feature, is excellent for
instinctive shooting.

This grip is exceptionally flat despite the 17-shot magazine capacity
(1.18-inch thick) and its sanded temperature-proof plastic surfaces
afford a very pleasant contact to the shooting hand and are not
slippery. Empty, the Glock is balanced above the front area of the
trigger, but this point moves about half an inch backward when
loaded with 17 rounds.

The gun has Patridge-type sights and they are just 1.34-inch above
the shooting hand. The rear sight notch contour is underlined in
white while the ramp front sight features a 1/10-inch white dot. They
are better than the average for combat shooting and still good for
slow fire.



Thirty rounds offhand at 25 meters under I.S.U. slow fire conditions scored 249 out of
300; the 10-ring is two inches (5cm) wide. Photo courtesy Jean Jordanoglou.

A seasoned shooter using the Glock 17 for the first time will need
some dry-firing to get used to the peculiar trigger pull. Nevertheless,
the shooting technique is very simple; while raising the pistol and
controlling your breathing, briskly pull the trigger over the first ⁷⁄₈-
in. until you feel a definitely stronger resistance and, then, carefully
aim while pressing the last ¹⁄₈-in. of pull. Tyros will find this quite
natural, as will double-action revolver shooters, but people used to
conventional automatics may suffer at the beginning.

Computation shows a respectable recoil velocity (defining the
pressure on the hand) of 10.55 feet per second, but the recoil actually
felt seems lower and just a little more than that of a conventional
9mm Luger service pistol such as our old Beretta Brigadier.

In 25-meter slow fire, offhand, our scores were in the 250 out of
300 range at the I.S.U. big bore target featuring a 2-inch ten, which



is standard performance for a service pistol, the best scoring slightly
above 260 of 300 and the worst under 240 of 300. On a combat
shooting course involving a long run over the 17-shot magazine
string with stopping, turning and shooting on command, the Glock
17 was rated by this writer as very good, but his two partners, who
normally shoot Star and Colt automatics, missed several times and
were slower than usual.

In our sample, bearing a serial number in the 200’s, we shot 364
rounds without cleaning that included 100 rounds of French service
ammunition made in 1982; 64 very old French submachine gun
rounds with hard primers; 50 new German Geco half-jacketed
rounds; 50 commercial full jacketed Geco rounds; 50 commercial full
jacketed Remington rounds; 50 reloads with jacketed bullets and
French powder. The only malfunction was a misfire with the old
submachine gun ammunition and some slide hesitation when
chambering the first half-jacketed truncated Geco round from the
magazine.

The Glock 17 is an original, inexpensive, compact, accurate and
reliable service pistol featuring a clever but controversial
construction leading one to think of it as the “Tokarev” of this turn of
century.

This article appeared in the 1986 edition of the Gun Digest book,
and Greatest Guns of Gun Digest.



Chapter 4

A Second Look At The Glock 17
By Donald M. Simmons

WHEN THE Glock 17, also known as the Plastic Pistol, started
arriving on these shores, a rhubarb developed over a “pistol that
could pass through our airport security systems.” It seems pretty late
to remind one and all that the Glock 17 automatic pistol can be
spotted by security personnel, that it is not an all plastic pistol, and
even if it was it would, if loaded, still be detectable by X-ray, but all
those things are true.

Because of the media circus carried on by the anti-gun crowd over
the Glock 17, some of its interesting design points and innovations
that have nothing to do with airport security have been overlooked.
The Glock was designed by Gaston Glock in just 6 months; even
more impressive is the fact that Herr Glock had never designed a
firearm before and was, in fact, completely unfamiliar with firearms.

The Glock 17 is manufactured in Deutsches-Wagram, Austria, in a
small progressive plastic injection moulding company. In 1983;



Gaston Glock began with an order from the Austrian Military for
28,000 Glock 17 pistols, which is, as they say in poker games, not
bad for openers.

The Glock pistol should not be called a plastic pistol, partly
because the bulk of its weight is steel. What is unusual about the
Glock is the method used to intermingle steel stamping with a
polymer plastic which improves each. The Glock’s frame starts life as
a mould into which various steel stampings are inserted. This mould
is then injected with a thermal setting plastic under exceedingly high
pressure and, after curing, there is a complete frame assembly with
its necessary strong points reinforced with steel. This strong light
frame is impervious to moisture and can stand extremes in
temperature. So much for the obvious.

The overlooked innovations are as exciting if not more so than the
obvious fact that the frame is mostly plastic.

A Browning/Colt type barrel (top) is very complex, compared to the Glock’s barrel with its
open cam, straight line.

Barrel
The barrel of the Glock is steel and basically the barrel found in a

Browning Hi-Power pistol with two big exceptions. The barrel locks
to the slide during initial recoil by a rectangular boss fitting the
slide’s ejection port, thus eliminating ribs on the barrel and grooves



in the slide, found in the Browning. Though the Glock ejects to the
right, its ejection port is in the middle of the slide to give a large
locking area. This type of ribless locking was found in the French
Model 1935-S. The lower lug on the Glock barrel has a 45-degree
camming surface which, during recoil, disengages the boss from the
ejection port, and that unlocks the slide to continue the full recoil.
The mating surface which acts on the barrel’s lug is a steel insert
pinned into the plastic frame.

The other exception is the rifling, not conventional land and
groove, but more like that in some Heckler & Koch barrels. Glock
calls their rifling “hexagonal” rather than “polygonal.” Instead of
engraving a series of grooves in the bullet, you squeeze it into a
hexagon which spirals from breech to muzzle one turn in 10 inches.
You get bullet stabilizing and a much easier barrel to clean. In cross-
section, the Glock’s barrel is a series of six flats connected by small
arcs. The spherical distance around the inside of the rifling is the
same as the circumference of a 9mm projectile. It forms a new shape,
but doesn’t distort; the bullet retains its original length.

The Glock’s magazine completely stripped, as it should occasionally be for a thorough
cleaning, is surprisingly conventional.



Magazine
Gaston Glock obviously was not too familiar with the normal

takedown of a pistol’s magazine. The floorplate of most European
pistols is removable by pushing up on the dimple on the base plate
with a loaded cartridge and sliding the floorplate off forward. Not so
with the Glock 17, where you just squeeze the sides of the magazine
tube right over the base plate and the plate can be slid off frontwards,
which allows the disassembly of the entire magazine for cleaning.
The Glock’s magazine is plastic with a metal insert. The pistol comes
with two magazines and a plastic loading tool that really works.

Right side of the Glock 17 pistol. Notice that the slide is serialed, but the frame isn’t.

Safeties
There are four types of safety devices in a Glock 17. The one that is

not found is the more or less standard manual safety. Safety number
one is a trigger safety, which is reminiscent of the turn of the century
Iver Johnson revolvers and the Sauer “Behörden” Model 1930 pocket
automatic pistol. This safety, located in the finger pressing area of
the trigger, must be depressed to allow the trigger to be pulled and so



prevents the gun from being fired when, as one example, it is
inserted into a too-tight holster.

The Glock has a striker safety or striker block. This locks the
forward movement of the striker, and, is only deactivated when the
trigger is pulled to its extreme rearward position, as in firing the
pistol. The purpose is to prevent firing in the event that the pistol is
inadvertently dropped or otherwise impacted.

The Glock is unique in the third safety device, which puts the
trigger in a semi-cocked position, from which it requires a long pull
to fire the pistol. We will be going into this unusual mechanism in
detail further on.

The last safety feature is the disconnector which holds the pistol to
just one shot for each pull of the trigger. In the Glock, the
disconnector is hardened sheet steel and it puts the sear’s nose into
engagement with the striker with each cycle of the slide, whether the
trigger is released or not.

With all those safety features, the Glock could be carried with the
trigger in the semi-cocked position and the chamber loaded, but in
our liability-minded society the Glock company says, “No way!” I
quote directly from their manual: “Always carry your pistol empty,
with the trigger rearward except when you intend to shoot, so that
your pistol cannot be fired where it is unsafe to do so.”

The polymer plastic frame showing the metal inserts, which are emplaced before the
plastic is molded.

Fire Control



The words double action and two-stage trigger have been applied
to the Glock 17. Technically, neither is correct. The Glock has a
trigger cocking action, but it goes much further than mere trigger
cocking. The Glock firing pin or striker is spring loaded to move
forward, but the sear which engages the striker is spring loaded in
the opposite direction. It is a system in which, at rest, two springs’
tensions counter-balance each other. When the slide is retracted and
returns to the closed position, the striker is partially cocked, and
when the trigger is subsequently pulled with a predetermined
tension, the striker is pushed to its full-cocked position and then
released and the pistol fires. By either increasing the tension on the
sear spring or decreasing the tension on the striker spring, the
trigger pull can be reduced to whatever tension is wanted. The feel of
the Glock pull has been likened to that of a two-stage trigger, but
that, too, is not accurate. A typical two-stage trigger has a low
tension slack take-up, followed by a heavier sear release stage. In the
Glock, the effort required to pull the trigger is nearly constant from
initial contact until the striker is released. The Glock’s trigger might
better be called two-function. First it cocks the striker, and then
releases it. The trigger pull on my Glock is a very constant 5 pounds,
with little or no over-travel.

The idea has been expressed that Glock might go to a plastic slide.
I doubt this very much from an engineering point of view. In the
design of a self-loading pistol, the weight of the slide is a
predetermined factor after the type of cartridge has been decided on.
Just to take the subject of the weight of the slide to the ridiculous,
suppose that the slide and the bullet weighed the same amount, then
the bullet would leave the muzzle and the slide would recoil at the



same high velocity. This just won’t work. The slide must travel at a
speed that can be stopped at full recoil without damage to itself or
other parts. When you are designing for the 9mm cartridge, a slide
using a Browning system of locking and unlocking should weigh
around 7/10ths of a pound. To get that weight in the same density
plastic now used in the Glock, the slide would have to have about
seven times the size — IMPOSSIBLE.

The Glock’s slide now is made from steel bar stock and is fully
machined. The next logical step to reduce cost would be to go to an
investment cast slide with little or no machining required. If a plastic
slide seemed still to offer a savings, then one which had a steel insert
in the breech and ejection port area would be required. There would
also have to be a lead insert to get the weight back up to the 7/10ths
of a pound.

Do I like the Glock pistol? To this I can give an unqualified, YES. I
further think that one unfamiliar with conventional automatic pistols
would quickly master the Glock’s system. And it is not so far out of
line as to confuse practiced persons. It is a fine pistol.

The author wishes to thank Mr. Karl Walter, U.S. sales manager
for Glock, for his assistance in the writing of this article. Also Mr.
Fred Pelcen for his invaluable help in X-raying the Glock 17.

This article appeared in the 1988 edition of the Gun Digest book.



Chapter 5

Glock 22, Glock 27 and Glock 17 GEN
4
By Jerry Ahern

Right profile shot of the Glock 27.

The Glock 17, first seeing service with the Austrian military in
1982, was a pistol unlike anything ever seen before when it first
appeared in the United States in 1992, during the days of the
shooting public’s wondernine crush. Contrary to the logical
assumption that the Glock 17 was named the way it was because of
the magazine capacity – seventeen rounds, an eighteenth in the
chamber – the Glock 17 was actually the company’s seventeenth



product (an American-made version of the Steyr GB; the GB was
developed as an earlier Austrian military sidearm and was marketed
for a short period in the USA as the Rogak P-18, because it really did
have an eighteen-round magazine). Glock soon followed up with a
wide range of variations on the same basic Glock 17 design, some
longer, some smaller, some even in different colors than black. And,
there were different calibers, of course.

The Glock 22 is a Glock 17 that happens to be chambered for .40
Smith & Wesson, its capacity only fifteen rounds, plus one in the
chamber. The length of the Glock 22 is 7.32 inches, while the height
is 5.43 inches. Weight of the empty pistol is 23 ounces. Barrel length
is 4.5 inches. Width is 1.18 inches.



At nine plus one rounds, you can also use the larger capacity Glock 22 magazines as
spares.

The Glock 22 is a full-size battle/law enforcement duty pistol, yet
is easily enough concealed for most concealment scenarios. There are
certain special considerations which need to be observed when one
carries a Glock of any sort, however. First and foremost, if the
chamber is loaded, as it should be, of course, neither the Glock 22
nor any other Glock should be carried holsterless. If you should have,
for example, the Glock 27, the smallest of the .40 caliber Glock
pistols, you cannot drop it in your coat pocket without a holster if a
round is chambered. Glock refers to its system of operation as “Safe
Action”; and, indeed, it is a safe pistol, so long as nothing depresses
the safety lever built into the trigger and takes the trigger rearward at
the same time. For this reason, lest this might happen, any holster
for a Glock must cover the trigger guard so both that trigger and the
lever within the trigger are protected. Now, in fairness, a wise person
will want similar trigger guard coverage for any semi-automatic
pistol, regardless of make. Years ago, you would see police uniform
duty holsters and off-duty belt holsters for revolvers which left the
entire trigger guard exposed. This was in the heyday of the
Hollywood holsters for the Colt Single Action Army, as worn on such
classic television westerns as Cheyenne and Have Gun – Will Travel.
When it came to fully exposed trigger guards on police duty and off-
duty revolver holsters for double action Colts and Smiths, to my way
of thinking, too much was exposed.

The Glock buyer must be careful when he or she acquires a holster
that the holster designer, in his zeal to protect the trigger, has not
constructed a holster where the holster lip essentially abuts the root
of the trigger guard (where the trigger guard emerges from the grip



front strap). If the design brings the lip and root in such close
proximity, it will be impossible to get a full combat grip as you draw
the weapon.

What is meant by obtaining a “full combat grip,” of course, is being
able to grasp the pistol in such a fashion that the middle finger can
be placed in contact with the underside of the root of the trigger
guard without having to adjust the shooting hand on the pistol after
the weapon has been started out of the holster. In other words, initial
contact between your hand and the pistol butt places your hand in
the ideal position for the weapon to be fired, once the muzzle is on
target.

Right profile of the Glock 17 GEN 4.

Much of the time, my Glock 22 wears a Surefire 300 WeaponLight,
affixed to the pistol’s Picatinny rail. For most but not all holsters,
however, the light precludes use. Regardless of the holster, and
whether the light is on or not, my Glock 22 is fitted with the Crimson



Trace LaserGrips unit. The Glock 22 is one of my few concessions to
modern tastes in pistols. The Glock has a polymer frame and a light.
I’m one of these older pistoleers who doesn’t mind shooting one
handed if the target is close enough and always believed that the
source of tactical illumination – what we used to call a “flashlight” –
may be better off held in the off hand and well away from the body,
rather than positioned under the pistol. So, I’m working with the
Glock 22 and another Picatinny rail-equipped pistol from Taurus in
order to make myself feel more comfortable with this newer
technique. I will say that the Surefire 300 WeaponLight is a superb
“flashlight.” As this is written, I’ve acquired a SureFire X400
WeaponLight, which also incorporates a laser. I’m looking forward to
trying it.

My Glock 22 is a factory re-conditioned pistol. I have no worries
that its service life may be diminished. Glock claims it has gotten
three hundred thousand rounds through a pistol kept at their
Smyrna, Georgia, facility. The FBI, it is reported, put fifty thousand
rounds through a .40 S&W Glock. If I live as long as Methuselah, I
might have a problem with my Glock 22. Otherwise, I think I’m safe.

I have always been someone who appreciates durability and that
goes for looks in a pistol as well as the mechanical side of
performance. Glock slides and barrels utilize a Tenifer finish, which
is not an actual finish, per se, but a metal hardening process which
imparts a Rockwell hardness of 64 to these parts, as Glock notes,
nearly as hard as diamonds. And, the process, of course, guards
against rust. I believe it was the noted firearms authority Chuck
Taylor who recounted a test in which a Glock pistol was left
immersed in sea water for a protracted period. When the pistol was



retrieved, one barely noticeable rust spot was on the slide and that
was it. That’s tough to beat. The Tenifer process is not performed in
the United States, as this is written, and it would, frankly, be really
good to see this treatment more widely in service.

The Glock 22 is a superb piece of equipment and a great shooter.
Pair it with the comparatively diminutive Glock 27 as your backup
gun and you can even use the Glock 22’s magazines as spares for the
smaller pistol. I know a good thing when I see it – usually – and my
Glock 22 is certainly that.

When it came time to test fire the Glock 27 we had borrowed from
Glock for the purposes of this book, I’ll confess that I was rather
looking forward to it. If there’s a downside to writing firearms books
and columns and articles – discounting, for a moment, schlepping
guns and ammunition cans in and out of safes and cars and cabinets
– it’s having to deal with a wide range of trigger pulls. By way of
example, when I’d wind up test firing thirty or thirty-five Detonics
USA pistols while I was running the Pendergrass, Georgia, operation,
my usually mediocre handgun marksmanship was at its Zenith. All
our trigger pulls were pretty close, one pistol to the other, and I’d
pick up a gun, load it and shoot it and move on to the next one. When
you go from brand to brand, that doesn’t happen. Even if all the
trigger pulls are really good, they will never be essentially the same.



Even in broad daylight, a powerful light can still be seen, this SureFire unit mounted on a
Glock 22.

The borrowed Glock 27 – about the size of Chiefs Special two-inch
snubby – had the crisp and even trigger pull to which I have become
accustomed with my Glock 22 and an original Glock 17 which I
owned years ago, a firearm which I gave to a friend who was going off
to Operation Desert Storm. Danny and Bradley, both using Black
Hills hollow points (red box/new manufacture), got their usual
excellent groups, bullet holes touching. Even I, using 200-grain
truncated cone full metal case reloads in Winchester cases,
ammunition that I was taking out of a plastic sandwich bag it had sat
in for five years or so, got a nominal three-inch group.

All three of us thought the Glock 27 was a pleasure to shoot. I’ve
heard people talk about shooting ultra small pistols in .40 Smith &



Wesson, specifically referring to unpleasant recoil. None of us found
that to be the case with the Glock 27. I liked it so much, I just may
buy the sample.

The last of the three Glocks to be shot was the Glock 17 Gen 4. My
Glock 22, for example, is a Gen 3 gun. The Gen 4, which shot well for
Danny and myself and printed a series of hole to hole touches for
Bradley, has a heavily textured grip frame, the Gen 4 guns coming
with two additional back strap pieces for the grip frame, allowing
owner modification of grip size and shape. The magazine release
catch is larger than on previous models and reversible according to
hand preference. Probably the principal feature of note is the
addition of a second recoil spring unit which has necessitated a slight
enlargement of the frame. All other features of the Glock 17 Gen 4 are
classic Glock.

These pistols are actually growing on me. There is something
certainly to be said for a semi-automatic pistol that can be that fast
into action and right out of the holster and has a trigger that requires
so short a stroke that strings of shots or follow up shots are more
easily accomplished. Any of these three Glocks would make a fine
concealed carry gun, obviously the little Glock 27 being the easiest to
use in close concealment.

This chapter is an excert from the Gun Digest Buyer’s Guide to
Concealed Carry Handguns.



Chapter 6

Glock Assembly-Disassembly
By J.B. Wood

Adopted by the military forces of Austria in 1983 as a standard
sidearm, the Glock is notable for having its entire lower frame made
of modern thermoplastic, with steel inserts where needed. It was not
the first gun to have this type of construction, but it was the first of
its type to enjoy commercial success. It has an odd trigger system
and other unique features. There are now numerous versions, in
several chamberings and sizes. They are mechanically the same.

Field Strip
1. With the magazine removed and the striker in fired position,
retract the slide slightly and pull down on the serrated tabs of the
takedown-latch, located on each side above the trigger opening.



Don’t pull the slide too far, or the trigger will engage the striker. The
slide can’t be removed with the gun cocked.

2. Move the slide and barrel assembly forward off the frame.

3. Disengage the recoil spring guide from the underlug of the barrel,
and remove the guide and spring. CAUTION: The spring is under
tension, so control it.



4. Move the barrel slightly forward, and remove it from the
underside of the slide. Gun is now field-stripped.



The Glock 17 field stripped.

Detail Strip
5. With a small tool, depress the striker sleeve toward the front, and
move the slide endpiece downward. CAUTION: The striker spring
and extractor spring are under tension.



6. Remove the striker and its sleeve and spring toward the rear.

7. The striker assembly can be disassembled by drawing the spring
back and separating the two halves of the small collar at the front.



8. Remove the extractor spring and plunger system toward the rear.

9. Depress the firing pin lock on the underside of the slide, and
remove the extractor toward the right.

10. Remove the firing pin lock and its spring from the underside of
the slide.



11. Push out the cross-pin at the rear of the grip frame.

12. Use the right and then the left slide rail as bases to gently pry the
sub-frame upward.



13. Move the sear unit upward out of the frame. Note that it is
attached to the trigger bar.

14. Move the sub-frame rearward and turn it toward the left to
disengage the left tab of the trigger bar from its slot, as shown.



15. The trigger bar spring is easily unhooked from its hole in the
underside of the bar.

16. The disconnector is easily pried out of its recess in the sub-frame.



17. Drive out the trigger cross-pin toward either side.

18. Remove the slide latch and its attached spring upward and
toward the rear.



19. Move the trigger assembly toward the rear, and remove it
upward.

20. The trigger safety and the bar are both pivoted and retained in
the trigger by blind pins. Routine disassembly is not possible.



21. Insert a small tool to depress the blade spring that powers and
retains the takedown-latch. The latch can then be taken out toward
either side.

22. The barrel locking block can be pried gently upward and
removed.



23. Inserting a slim tool at the bend in the takedown-latch spring will
allow it to be pried upward and removed.

24. Insert a tool into the magazine well to tip the upper end of the
magazine catch spring toward the right until it aligns with the exit
cut in the lower edge of the catch, then move it rearward out of the



cut and let is spring back toward the left. The magazine catch is then
taken out toward the right. If necessary, the spring can be gripped
and pulled out of its mounting hole upward.

Reassembly Tips
1. When replacing the magazine catch, it is necessary to insert a tool
to hold the tip of the spring out of the way as the catch is reinserted.
Then, the tip of the spring must be moved back into the notch in the
catch.



2. When replacing the takedown-latch, note that it has a groove in its
upper projection. This groove must be oriented toward the rear.

This chapter is an excerpt from the Gun Digest Book of Automatic
Pistols Assembly/Disassembly. To learn more about the glock be
sure to visit gundigest.com and gundigeststore.com.

http://gundigest.com/
http://gundigeststore.com/
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